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A group of citizens in PittsUeld, Massachusetts, wants a Verizon 5-G cell tower taken down, and

they’re so concerned about the devastating effects the tower is having on the neighborhood

where it’s located that they’re taking the case all the way to the state’s highest court.

The citizens say they weren’t properly notiUed about plans for the tower; Verizon Wireless and the

local zoning board both claim that isn’t a good enough reason to remove the tower. Three

appellate court judges, however, have ruled otherwise.

In an email to Mercola, Cece Doucette, director of Massachusetts for Safe Technology, said that

after the tower was turned on, “20 children and adults became so ill they have had to abandon

their homes for the past two years. The pollinators are all gone too.”

“The PittsUeld Board of Health (BOH) investigated the harm from the Verizon tower and

documented their Undings in an emergency order asking Verizon to come to the table and give

reason why they shouldn't order a cease and desist,” Doucette added. “This is the Urst BOH in the

nation to take action so this is worthy of both local and national news coverage but we know

mainstream media won't report on it.

Verizon’s response was to Ule an injunction against the emergency order, so with the help of the

legal team from Children’s Health Defense, the citizens are Uling a civil suit. They also are urging

citizens in PittsUeld and supporters everywhere to help with the Ught.
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Who needs 5G, other than the proUteers? This dangerous technology should never have been allowed, in the Urst place. I support this

action taken by the people of PittsUeld (it is such a beautiful area.) Those towers look like something out of a 1950's alien invasion Ulm.

They disturb the atmosphere and they are all over the place now. They should be banned! There are many alternative methods of

communicating over distances. The best, I think is Uber optics, which isn't harmful, and it's actually faster than wireless. It has other

bonuses, too. It can be put underground. Imagine all the new jobs that would create? We can go back to 3G, which isn't near as harmful.
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5G is as deadly as the covid shot or the chemtrails or the poison added to processed foods.
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AGREED!!
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Thank God people are Ughting this. 5G is war on nature and humans. Anyone connected to nature will know the lessening of song birds

at dawn and dusk. Haven't even seen many mosquitoes this summer.
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Trees/bushes bark is dying since they put in the 5G on the cell phone tower. Chem trails did not do it I feel like I am being X rayed when I

go outside in the sunlight. A friend's husband was not feeling well at the park craft show. It was too hot and the X ray feeling for me was

too strong there. %G may cook birds/people. It is twice the power of a microwave oven on 24 hours a day.
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If this court case isn't buried in the news, more people may come to realize that their sudden onset illness is related to the new 5G in

their neighborhood.
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Rippon school VS cell tower = www.youtube.com/watch  Rippon school cell tower & cancer =

mdsafetech.org/.../cell-tower-to-be-removed-after-4th-ripon-student-diagnosed-with-cancer   There is a lot of data, case law and other

Undings that can be a stepping stone. Everything is safe... Till the class actions kick in. Oh wait a moment...  How many ppl use the

tower? Tower traqc can be use as a defense.
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"A group of citizens wants a 5-G cell tower taken down...Twenty children and adults became so ill they had to abandon their homes for

the past two years. The polinators are gone too...This is the Urst Board of Health in the nation to take action...the citizens are Uling a

civil suit...They are urging citizens and supporters everywhere to help with the Ught."
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My hometown! Good for them!
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